Despite having a successful EHR implementation, healthcare organizations are often surprised to find that paper forms and the associated inefficient processes still linger.

The information on forms drives processes that are the foundation of every healthcare organization; and therefore, the way those forms are managed should be thought of as a high priority.

That’s why 1100+ healthcare organizations have turned to FormFast’s industry-leading eForm solutions to enhance their EHR.

FormFast is designed to complement and add functionality to health IT systems and is considered a key component in an organization’s Cerner implementation.

Ensure patient identification with barcoding and imprinting
FormFast’s solutions meet the Joint Commission’s National Patient Safety Goals (NPSG) - Goal One: Improve the accuracy of patient identification.

FormFast is the top provider of automation technologies to barcode & imprint patient information onto wristbands, labels, & documentation. This ensures healthcare organization adhere to NPSG.01.01.01, which mandates “at least two patient identifiers when providing care, treatment, and services.”

Enable paperless document archival & accelerate scanning
FormFast digitally imprints documentation with identifiers for proper archival of clinical documentation into the EHR. For organizations transitioning to an increasingly automated environment, barcodes provide a way to streamline the scanning of additional documents into the EHR.

For organizations seeking a completely paperless method of document capture, FormFast’s fillable eForms collect clinical information and deliver the documents directly into the EHR without having to waste resources printing and/or scanning.

Both methods ensure that all information is collected and archived properly in the correct patient folder, adhering to compliance standards. FormFast helps facilities using Cerner achieve automated clinical workflow and contributes to the goal of delivering a comprehensive patient record within the EHR.
BRINGING DOCUMENT WORKFLOW UP TO SPEED

BEST-OF-BREED EFORMS, ESIGNATURE, AND DOCUMENT WORKFLOW FOR CERNER

Leverage leading eSignature capabilities

FormFast integrates with Cerner systems to automate the patient consent process, collecting patient signatures electronically and applying them to FormFast eForms to create legally-signed, paperless documentation.

Whether at the bedside or in the patient’s home, the flexibility of e-signing via a smartphone or tablet with FormFast means you can obtain signatures when and where you want without relying on dedicated equipment, such as cumbersome tethered devices.

Improve pre-registration workflows

FormFast serves as an add-on for your EHR, providing the robust forms features you need to allow patients to easily complete electronic intake forms before arriving for treatment.

Documents completed by patients remotely, are instantly added to Cerner and visible to the care team. This significantly streamlines the check-in and registration process on the patient’s day of service. With FormFast, admissions are accelerated and treatment is expedited.

Be prepared for downtime

FormFast provides Cerner hospitals with a downtime registration solution that allows staff to capture patient information and produce barcoded forms, wristbands, and labels when scheduled or unscheduled downtime occurs. Once the system is restored, the registration forms generated by FormFast can be instantly added to the EHR.

Create electronic forms quickly

Customized PowerForms built in Cerner are often pushed to the optimization phase of implementation and are a time-consuming endeavor. The build analyst either needs to submit a request to have them created by Cerner or build them internally, which can be very cumbersome and costly.

“The comparison of creating a form in Cerner versus FormFast? There is no comparison. We are saving thousands of dollars by using FormFast and the form creation is simple.”

East Alabama Medical Center Senior Network Engineer

By digitizing your existing forms, FormFast offers a faster, more economical way to generate the electronic forms you need and allows you to avoid custom development in the EHR.

Generate documents on-demand

Clinicians can scan a patient’s barcode with FormFast’s Mobile App and generate the right documents for the patient automatically. Those documents can be filled out, e-signed, or printed from the convenience of a mobile device. This allows documents to be completed faster and eliminates the expenses associated with pre-printed forms.

Automate document workflows across the enterprise

In addition to digitizing clinical documents, FormFast solutions are used by hospitals to streamline business processes and supporting workflows. In fact, many hospitals use the same platform that outputs their barcoded patient wristbands to output checks, direct deposits, and other financial statements.

FormFast’s platform for document workflow and data capture powers solutions for HR, risk management, materials management, the business office, and more. With FormFast, you can use the same tools to automate clinical processes and business processes.

For more details on how FormFast complements your Cerner environment, visit FORMFAST.COM/CONTACT to schedule a time to meet with a FormFast specialist.